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BACKGROUND
– Critical challenges in contemporary Finnish urban
design and planning are unpredictability, a lack of
responsiveness, and the absence of common
respect. These negative effects can be seen in the
constant re-planning and re-designing and in the
unrealized development potentials.
– The shortage of joint efforts between cities, land
and real estate owners, construction companies, real
estate developers and designers causes calculable
economical losses, prolonged design and

planning cycles and slows down the development
of property supply.
– There is also a spatial disconnection between
land-use planning and building design. This
qualitative inconvenience can be seen in the
difficulties to move between different scales of
design.
– Urban design is often implemented without all the
crucial stakeholders involved in the projects and
without utilizing their creative skills enhancing
simultaneously mutual added values.

OBJECTIVES
– The DECOMB research project studies a design
method bringing together all the stakeholders of an
urban design project in an atmosphere of reciprocal
trust benefiting from their common interests.
– The aim of the research is to clarify the
preconditions for a rapid, efficient and high-quality
urban design process. The research concentrates

on the management of urban design processes in a
project-based orientation (Urban Design
Management). The research project will network with
Dutch and North American partners and their
experiences in interdisciplinary urban design
processes.

RESULTS
– A design method forming the phases of urban
design processes that enable the joint urban
ventures of the public and the private sector (Urban
Design Management Tools).

– The research will establish new potentials for the
efficient utilization of urban design research
institutes in the real estate and construction
business.

– A definition of jurisdictional development needs
will be outlined, and appropriate contract
procedures will be instructed for land use and real
estate development purposes.

– The research project creates a new kind of
consulting service for urban design processes
adding value for both private and public sectors.
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